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Ql (a) Explain the principle of companding. (3)

(b)What is the difference between wide-band and narrow band FM? (3)

(c) Explain central limit theorem. (3)

(d)What is slope overload noise in DM systems?How can this noise is

minimized? (3)

(e) What parameters control SfN ratio and band width requirement for a

PCM system? (3)

(f) Draw the waveforms of following in time domain:- (3)

(i) AM-DSBfFC

(ii)AM-DSBfSC

(g) Explain Shannon Hartley Theorem of channel capacity.

(h) Explain the difference between PSK and DPSK systems.

(3)

(4)

UNIT-I

Q2 (a) Explain the basic principle of quadrature carrier multiplexing. Give

the block representation and necessary mathematical analysis. (8)

(b)A carrier is amplitude modulated by a combination of two sinusoidal

modulating signals with modulajon indices 0.3 and 0.4 respectively.

Find power in sidebands as a percentage of total power in modulated

signal. (4.5)

Q3 Give the methods of generation and demodulation of various pulse

modulated signals. Compare their important features and list important

applications. (12.5)

UNIT-II

Q4 (a) Explain one method of modulation and demodulation of FM signal. (8)

(b)An FM signal is given by v(t) = 1Osin(1 08 t + 15 sin 2000t) Find;- (4.5)

(i)Frequency deviation

(ii)Bandwidth for transmission of signal.

Q5 (a) Find the mean and variance of sum of two random variables which

are statistically independent. (6)

(b)A joint probability density function of two random variables X and Y is

given by (6.5) .

p(x,y) = e-(x+y) ; x ~ O,y ~ 0

= 0 otherwise

Find P(X<l), P(X>Y),P(X+Y<l). (6.5)
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Q6
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UNIT-III

(a) Derive expressions of SNR of (i) PCM system (ii) DM system.

(b) Explain the principle of CPFSK system. Give suitable diagrams.

(6.5)

(6)

Q7 (a) Derive an ~xpression of maximum SNR at the output of a matched

filter. List important features of such filter. (6.5)

(b) Explain the principle of prediction filter, using necessary diagram .

. Give its typical application in communication systems. (6)

.' ,
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Q8

Q9

UNIT-IV

Give important features of various channel codes used in communication

systems. Give suitable examples in each case. List typical applications of

such codes. (12.5)

Explain the principle of

(a) Generation of SSB signals

(b) G~neration of SC signals

Draw' suitable block diagrams and give necessary mathematical analysis

in each case. (12.5)
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